
OUR ASSORTMENT
The volcanic origin of the spring and its proximity to 

the bottling plant contribute to create a fresh

medium mineral water, characterized by purity, 

digestibility and unique taste. Egeria Mineral Water 

comes in natural mineral water, sparkling natural 

mineral water or CO2 added.

Thanks to our glass and pet ranges you can drink a 

sip of the history of Rome while doing sports or at 

dinner with friends and family.

Glass range includes: 50 cl, 75 cl, 100 cl bottles

Pet range includes: 50 cl, 100 cl, 150 cl bottles

AWARDS
The distinctive effervescence of Egeria is 

internationally recognized: Egeria has been awarded 

by the Superior Taste’s jury of the International Taste 

& Quality Institute (iTQi) in Brussels for four 

consecutive years, giving Egeria the coveted Crystal 

Award.



THE LEGEND
The origins of Egeria Mineral Water are 
rooted in the early history of Rome.

Egeria was a Roman goodness, whose 
great wisdom was essential for Numa
Pompilius, the second legendary king of 
Rome. Thanks to the advice of Egeria, 
the king managed to ensure peace and 
adopt pioneering laws. When the king 
died, Egeria melted into tears of sorrow, 
and the goddess Diana turned her tears 
into a spring – the Egeria Mineral Water 
spring. 

To honor this legend and the 
‘miraculous’ properties of the spring, 
ancient Romans built a Nymphaeum
(2nd century AD). 



OUR LOCATION

The Nymphaeum built in the 
proximity of the spring is the 
joining link between the past and 
the present. 

Furthermore, it contributes to 
enrich the majestic archaeological 
site where the spring and the 
company Acqua Santa di Roma Srl 
are sited, together with a great 
number of monuments of Roman 
Times - as the Tomb of Caecilia
Metella, the Villa of Maxentius, 
and the Aqueducts Park.



BETWEEN MYTH AND HISTORY
In the heart of Rome, surrounded by the 
greenery of the archaeological park of 
Appia Antica, the tears of a Roman 
goddess gave life to a secular local 
tradition that became the foundations of 
a recent history of family 
entrepreneurship. 

Since 1948, the company ‘Acqua Santa 
di Roma Srl’ has represented the 
endeavor of the Mari’s family to 
safeguard history, tradition and ‘Made 
in Italy’ excellence, while enhancing 
innovation and environmental 
sensitivity.

Every bottle contains not only unique 
organoleptic characteristics, but also a 
secular and distinctive history made of 
myths and relentless efforts.



OUR VISION

We wish to perpetuate the legendary story of our water and to make 

the properties of the spring that has become a brand - Egeria - , 

known to everyone.

OUR MISSION

We sustain the territory to safeguard it for future generations. We 
believe in the concept of Italian-made excellence and we would like 
to be its testimony, and to meet the needs of our final consumers. 
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